Learning through Critical Reflection

“...the best work I have encountered on reflection, structuring approaches to student learning, and assessing student learning ...” (R. Bringle)

Student Version ($20)

Introduction to
- Service-Learning
- Critical Reflection
- Critical Thinking
- The DEAL Model for Critical Reflection

Using the DEAL model for
- Personal Growth
- Civic Learning
- Academic Enhancement

Instructor Version ($25)

Complete Student Version +
- Theoretical grounding
- Suggestions for additional activities
- Homework keys
- Suggestions for grading
- Guidance for customizing DEAL

To place an order: Jack@ecdprint.com

If we want our students to think critically about their own growth, about citizenship, and about the content of our courses, then perhaps we need to give them practice in doing just that. The structure of the DEAL model makes very explicit and walks them through what is involved in such thinking, with the intent that over time their reasoning abilities will become more and more fully developed.

. (excerpted from the Introduction to the Instructor Version)